
At Coretouch, our innovative solutions enhance collaboration amongst employees or amongst learners and 
educators to come together to explore and expand on ideas, bringing them to life without geographical or 
technological limitations. Our interactive hardware built with Surface Light Wave (SLW) patented touch 

technology will enable you and your team to collaborate naturally and instantly in real-time.

Collaborate, share and empower everyone
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Corepad simplifies life for participants
Coretouch Plus Series

Interactive Panel for Education
Interactive display panels that makes classrooms magical. The most powerful and technologically advanced solution that 
makes learning immersive, engaging and limitless. With the ruggedness to weather Indian classrooms and conditions, 
these panels are tested to survive a lifetime. Apart from technological superiority, it comes with the easy to use CloudNote 
collaborative learning software for educators and learners alike.

At the core of all our designs and features, we have kept the learners and the educators in mind. Our products and 
solutions empower the learners of today to create the world of tomorrow while helping educators achieve better learning 
outcomes for all their students.

Coretouch X Series

Interactive Panel for Business
Coretouch interactive displays empower colleagues to collaborate across devices, offices and time zones as if they were 
in the same room. Your team can switch from whiteboard to presentations to engineering applications and more – right at 

the board. With Coretouch X Series, there’s no barrier to what teams can achieve.

BeBe it video conferencing, in-room or remote meetings, everything is seamless without the burden of cables and settings. 
One can literally walk into the meeting room and start with his presentation on the fly by using our in-room collaboration 
apps. While you pay attention to the meeting details, you don’t have to worry about taking notes because you can email 

the PPT, whiteboarding notes and your annotations right from the display panel to all your participants.
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Coretouch Plus Series

Coreboard A1
Coreboard All In One (A1) is Designed as a plug and play IWB solution using the patented Surface Light Wave (SLW) 
touch technology. With an integrated OPS PC, storage, speakers and wifi capabilities, the Coreboard A1 is the only one of 
its kind in India. With a screen size of 87” and an aspect ratio of 16:10, more children can collaborate and learn at the same 
time. It enables them to work on lesson activities at the same time, allowing each of them to work in a way that is intuitive 
to them.

Apart from being robust and sturdy, it is powered by the CloudNote interactive software, which makes it an incredibly 
powerful tool in any classroom.

Coreboard 7i

Interactive whiteboard
Built with the patented Surface Light Wave technology, it is the most accurate and affordable interactive whiteboard. 
It has one of the fastest responsive time coupled with ten (10) touch points enabling more children to collaborate at 

the same time.

PowePowered by CloudNote collaborative learning software, this interactive whiteboard helps teachers create, deliver 
and manage interactive lessons within a single application. It brings all the lesson materials to the fingertips. 
CloudNote helps teachers build lessons by pooling in resources from various sources like printed documents, PDF, 

PPT, internet, videos, audio, etc. in a single canvass.
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Corepad
Sharing your whiteboard notes has never been easier. Just start writing with a dry-erase marker on the 
Corepad. Anyone paired with the Corepad, sees whatever you jot down, erase and scribble on your 
CorePad. Save notes on your phone and tablet, make your own notes, erase and repeat and even mail them 
to your colleagues. It’s a whiteboard and personal organizer in one place.

Best suited for in-room meetings or tuitions, coaching institute; where notes-taking is simplified.
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